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About This Game

WARNING: This is a text game and requires a lot of reading. Introducing the latest, proper interactive fiction game from
CoaguCo Industries.

Story 4 is now out and Story 1 is now free! The last story of the series has finally dropped. Follow Aloysius as he witnesses
the end of Marsch's tale, the beginning of Madelyn's, and finds out what really happened to Dr. Stansfield. Also, Story 1 is now

available, in full, for free. Click the demo button to get it!

You are about to uncover four twisted tales of misadventure surrounding people connected, in some way, by the late Dr. Cyrus
Stansfield's cloning machine. Within these stories you must face the ethical dilemmas and possible fortune while guiding each

character to their own end.

The story takes place in the city of Starkham; the same location as One Way To Die and The Dope Game, and features
recognizable places and characters spanning both games. Owners of previous games will get alternate story chunks unlocked as

well.

In the proper fashion of text adventures, the player starts a story and navigates by making decisions at certain times to move
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forward. Each decision has a variety of outcomes and consequences, many of which have randomized elements to them. Before
the start of each story, the player is given the opportunity to change various elements about the story, similar to Mad Libs. These

changes will move forward with each story as the player progresses.

The game comes with four stories which are released in episodic fashion:

Story One
The Addict follows the nephew of Dr. Stansfield, Marsch, after he gets out of rehab and inherits his uncle's mansion and lab.

Will he fall back to old habits and ruin this opportunity or will he take advantage of it and finally improve his life while
continuing the family legacy?

Story Two
The Doctor reveals exactly what happened to Dr. Stansfield leading to his nephew taking over. How did he die? Did he even

actually die at all?

Story Three
The Neighbor follows a little girl, Madelyn, who stumbles into the lab after it has been condemned following the nephew's

untimely mistakes. She also falls victim to the cloning machine and must not only clear her good name but stop her clone from
doing further damage.

Story Four
The Clone is about Aloysius, one of the clones who survives Marsch's failed experiment, who tries to make sense of everything

that happened since then as well as unravel the mystery of Dr. Stansfield's death.

The game launched with story one, The Addict, with the additional stories to follow as episodic updates.

The game also keeps track of various statistics, both personal and global, such as decisions made, random events encountered,
and wins/losses over games played. Progress on each story's branches is also kept so the player can use it to experience all the

different outcomes for each one, if they choose.

There are also a total of twenty-five achievements broken up among the stories, five each, as well as five global ones.
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Title: Raise Your Own Clone
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
CoaguCo Industries
Publisher:
CoaguCo Industries
Release Date: 13 Oct, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Either Intel or AMD, 1.6 GHz or higher

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 2.1+ Capable

Sound Card: Depends on if you want to hear

English
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The campaign adds some variety to a simulator that really could use it. You get to play both Entente and Central Powers as you
progress through the missions. And it comes with planes!. Lots of solid and fun characters, powerful PVP ready moves for your
cac, fun new outfits. Great stuff. definetly worth the money. Thanks for supporting the game even after a year Dimps. Even
though you did deliver to PC abit late it was worth the wait.

Tapion blew me away with how awesome he is.
Android 13 is a powerful strike character.
Dabura is fast as fluff.
and Buuhan, despite being a bit lackluster, is still really solid and interesting to play.
Can't wait for the next pack. This is loads of fun with lots of fresh, interesting moves and characters to play with. All the harsh
critisism is nothing compared to how great this DLC actually is.. This game is AMAZING! I love this game series! I wish they'd
release the other games in the heroes franchise to! :D
100/10. I enjoy text based adventure like these and this is another well done story.. It can get crazy at times but it's so fun <3.
Great humor but the game itself starts to get in the way once you're a few levels in.

The button mashing fighting style is fun for mowing through simple enemies but once you get to multi-phase bosses that take
dozens of hits each, your hands kinda start to hurt. The slippery controls are serviceable when you're in Green Greens but once
every level is filled with instant death spikes and lava pits, it gets a little frustrating.

Adding options to hold the button to punch and turn the double tap run off (it doesn't work reliably anyway compared to the
button), would go a long way towards making the game more playable. There's also some occasional bugs and framerate issues
but they're not gamebreaking.

Could really do with a difficulty setting or at least some control refinements. Can't recommend save for the most patient of
players.. Order of war is one of the best real time strategy games out there, it was very underrated !!
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Right now the software requires a lot of work. The developer seems to be continuing to develop it however in it's current state
it's barely usable and as such I cannot recommend it. That said it shows a lot of promise.

Specifically

1. It needs support for sub titles.

2. At the present TV shows libraries do not group episodes together. Voice search and on deck are work arounds to be able to
get to what you want but require you to know exactly what you want.

I look forward to using Plexvr when these issues get addressed.. This is an exceptionally well done game. The attention to detail
is outstanding.

It basically follows the 16-bit (SNES, Genesis, Amiga, etc) style of platformer except here everything is in HD. The levels are
colorful, well drawn and most important there is a good amount of interaction.

The gameplay is very good! It's the kind of game that encourages exploration with the idea that if you die no big deal you've
learned something so try again armed with the knowledge you just gained. That is old school. And here it is very well done.

The pace of the game is a bit on the slow side for my personal taste but certainly not so much as to ruin the game. The only part
that I think absolutely should be faster is when you die. I don't want to wait for my bunny angel to rise up to heaven. Perhaps
there is a way to skip that sequence but I have not found it yet. When I die I want to be able to immediately get right back to the
start of the level and start playing again.

Besides that this game is excellent! Oh another thing I want to mention is the music & sounds. Both are superb. The music puts
me in a sort of fun lazy mood. The sounds are very effective at complementing the on-screen interaction. Overall the entire
game is very well done and it is easy to see the developer spent a lot of care and time creating this game.

Highly recommended if you enjoy platform games.. \ud835\ude2a\ud835\ude35\ud835\ude34
\ud835\ude22\ud835\ude2d\ud835\ude33\ud835\ude2a\ud835\ude28\ud835\ude29\ud835\ude35. The rides are good but I kinda
think they scamed me because in the desc of this it says music and theres no way to add music.. Its free, its fun, and you can
play with a friend on one single computer! You wont spend hours in this game though. Just fun to play at random times when
you have friends over. Also, the complete game is probably much better.. 300 Dwarves is a pretty basic tower defence game.
With only twelve levels to play and five towers to choose from. Plus a 700% price hike from the original iOS build justified by
exactly nothing at all.

Full Review \/\/ http:\/\/www.honestgamers.com\/12299\/pc\/300-dwarves\/review.html. https:\/\/youtu.be\/Yx0wTD_Dt9o

As good as it was at the time of release, this game has not aged well, I'd go with their newer products.
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